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The cloud security challenge not only re-
flects on the secure running of software on 
one single machine, but rather on manag-
ing and guaranteeing security of a com-
puter group or cluster seen as a single 
entity.

Seed4C focus is to evolve from cloud se-
curity with an isolated point or centralized 
points of enforcement for security to cloud 
security with cooperative points of en-
forcement for security.

Main focus
The current state of the art regarding se-
curity of cloud based services and infra-
structure is based on isolated points of 
enforcement of security and policies.

The project approach is centred on securi-
ty enhancement in the cloud from a coop-
erative enforcement standpoint. As a con-
sequence, the concept of Network of Se-
cure Elements (NoSEs) is introduced in 
Seed4C.

NoSEs are made of individual secure ele-
ments attached to computers, user or net-
work appliances and possibly pre-
provisioned with initial secret keys. They 
can establish security associations, com-
municate together to setup a trusted net-
work of computers and propagate security 
conditions centrally defined to a group of 
machines. 

The range of use cases addressed by this 
concept is very broad; NoSEs can be 
used to lock the execution of software to a 
group of specific machines, a particular 
application of this pertaining to tying virtual 
machines execution to specific servers. 
NoSEs can also be used to improve the 
security of distributed computing by certi-
fying the integrity of the results returned 
by each one of them. Secure elements 
located in user appliances (such as a mo-
bile handset) featuring a user interface 
can be part of a NoSE and help secure 

server side operations using two factors 
authentication.

The project will study the impact of NoSEs 
upon the different layers of the architec-
ture, from hardware to service in order to 
define how the trust can be propagated 
from the lower layers to the upper ones.

Approach
The project’s approach is divided into 
three levels:

Distribution of Secure Elements (SE) in 
the infrastructure and provide added value 
to platform and services. Study of the 
three layers of the Cloud (from hardware 
to service in order to define how the trust 
of the low levels can benefit to upper lay-
ers and development of consistent securi-
ty policies at the different layers. For each 
layer, Management, Security Assurance 
and Monitoring functions are connected to 
offer an in depth security solution.

Secure load balancing and communication 
between SEs and from SEs embedding 
machines. This include transferring appli-
cations into another virtual machine on the 
same server with SEs, transferring appli-
cations into another machine with embed-
ded SEs, and transferring applications into 
another machine without SEs. Communi-
cation between SEs in a NoSE will be 
studied at this point.

Policies execution, traceability and at the 
end assurance of services. The project will 
analyse the interaction between SEs and 
external software components executed 
on the network. These components en-
compass policy definition systems, identity 
and access control components, and man-
agement servers. The project will also be 
centred on tools and methods for the col-
lection and tracing of different types of 
privacy-related information, as well as the 
validation of security, privacy and trust of 
the NoSEs.
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Main results
The main results expected from 
the SEED4C project are enumer-
ated in the following lines:

A new reference model for cloud 

security architecture where coop-
erative points of enforcement will 
play a pivotal role.

Protocols development for security 
elements communication, interac-
tion and management. The man-
agement infrastructure will cover 
the full NoSE lifcycle. In addition, 
this middleware will address the 
policy execution and communica-
tion with local security elements.

SaaS and PaaS APIs will be im-
plemented. This outer middleware 

will encompass the connection to 
the cloud stack layers as it is de-
fined in the aforementioned archi-
tecture.

New privacy and identity policy 
mechanisms will lead to an in-

crease of transparency between 
cloud service providers and users.

Novel architectural solutions for 
end-to-end trust management re-
quired for security assurance and 
monitoring solutions of secure 
element architecture will be de-
ployed.

A demonstrator will be implement-
ed over INRIA’s Grid’5000 test 
bed, already used in cloud experi-
ments extracted from the 
OpenNebula project.

Impact
The project ambition is to give 
answer within the European Cloud 
strategy and bring industrials 
means to compete against major 
us companies that currently drive 

the cloud market where security 
can be a major differentiator for 
telecom providers moving into 
cloud infrastructures.

The project will aim to develop 
more efficient and effective securi-
ty solutions in cloud environments 
and will address the assurance of 
end-user security for real life in 
cases such as eGovernment or 
airport management services. 
Thus, SEED4C intends to contrib-
ute with significant advances in 
cloud services security, preserving 
users’ privacy and enhancing trust 
between different stakeholders. 
Thanks to the plurality of the con-
sortium and the different countries 
represented, the results will be 
disseminated and introduced in a 
myriad of scenarios.

In terms of industrial competition, 
the cloud market is currently led by 
large U.S. organizations. Europe 
needs a coordinated response and 
telco providers, which are becom-
ing Cloud providers, to play a ma-
jor role. Big European operators 
such as Telefonica, Orange, BT, 
DT could become involved and 
built together  a first credible Euro-
pean cloud infrastructure before 
2015. In this context, the SEED4C 
project can provide some im-
portant security bricks to this envi-
ronment.




